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REPORT STRUCTURE 
 

This report represents the final findings of a study undertaken by DHI in association 
with the Duffill Watts Group for Opotiki District Council into the feasibility of provid-
ing a permanent access to Opotiki Harbour through the mouth of the Waioeka River. 

The report is divided into 5 parts: 

Volume 1:  Summary Report 

Volume 2:  Modelling Main Report  

Volume 3:  Preliminary Design and Construction Assessment Report  
(this document) 

Volume 4:  Modelling Technical Details  

Volume 5:  Annexures 

Volume 1 provides an overall summary of the study and brings together the main find-
ings of the modelling and the preliminary design sub-studies. It includes a brief execu-
tive summary.  

Volume 2 presents the results of the modelling studies, addressing the engineering re-
quirements of the training works to meet the navigation requirements as well as the en-
vironmental impacts.  

Volume 3 presents a preliminary design of the river training works, together with a cost 
estimate and an assessment of the issues to be addressed during the construction.  

Volume 4 provides additional detailed background information pertaining to the model-
ling undertaken to support the assessments. This includes a review of the data used as a 
basis for the modelling, as well as details of the development and calibration of the suite 
of models applied to the study. 

Volume 5 contains a compilation of supporting documents, including interim reports is-
sued during the course of the study as well as background technical data. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This report is Volume 3 in a series of five reports describing studies undertaken to de-
termine the feasibility and cost of training structures for the Waioeka River at Opotiki 
New Zealand. The purpose of this report in the series is to describe the design solutions 
that have been considered, construction methodology and report cost estimates for the 
preferred solutions. 

Historically, structures of this type in New Zealand have been constructed of concrete 
blocks. There are numerous examples in the earlier breakwaters at Port Taranaki and 
Port Gisborne, the river training works at Patea and Waitara to name a few. The break-
waters of Otago, Oamaru, Timaru and the 1964 extension of the main breakwater and 
construction of the lee breakwater in Taranaki are rubble mound structures. In most of 
these cases the foundation conditions were firm and sudden scour was not a design con-
sideration.  

The site conditions at Opotiki present challenges in a number or respects: 

• The river inlet has a very small tidal compartment on a coast which has a very 
high gross littoral drift. As a result the entrance morphology is dominated by lit-
toral process most of the time. Episodically, floods have a severe impact on the 
entrance requiring significant adjustment to the inlet throat section to allow 
flood release. 

• The site soil conditions consist of unconsolidated sands with some gravels to a 
depth of at least 8 m below mean sea level. Consequently, as reported in the 
modelling study deep scour of the seabed during flood conditions will take 
place. In addition this material will present challenges in respect of liquefaction 
potential that will need to be examined in detail during the engineering design 
phase of the project. 

• Within the Opotiki area there are no easily accessed economical sources of suit-
able rock material. Suitable quarries able to supply armour rock are situated as 
far away as the Gisborne area and the cartage costs for this material is a signifi-
cant cost component. 

Three structural options have been considered in order to find the least cost practical op-
tion for construction of the training walls. The options are 

1. Conventional rubble mound structure 

2. Concrete sheet pile structure 

3. Geotextile structure 

The designs presented in this report have been developed to determine the cost of a fea-
sible project only. The estimates are of an accuracy of ±30%. Should a project proceed 
the selected design will require further development to complete analysis of all engi-
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neering issues in order to develop a design ready for full documentation, tendering and 
construction. The limitations of these concept designs are discussed in section 5. 
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2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED RIVER ENTRANCE 
TRAINING WORKS 

The previous work examined the location width and length of a trained entrance through 
examining the effects of flood release and the influence of the walls on coastal proc-
esses. The outcome of these modelling studies resulted in the selection of a pair of 
straight and parallel training walls, 120 m apart located to the east of the existing en-
trance. These walls terminated at the 4.0m below mean sea level contour.  

Drawing 77411 P01 (Appendix A) shows the general arrangement of the proposed en-
trance training walls. The walls are parallel for most of their (approximately) 500 m 
length. At the upstream end they are splayed outward to facilitate and smooth the transi-
tion from the river to the trained entrance. Because the new entrance is offset by 350 m 
to the east of the existing entrance it is necessary to modify the channel approaches to 
guide the flow easily into the new alignment. This has resulted in the need to dredge to 
4.4m below mean sea level over a length of approximately 600 metres within the har-
bour. 

On the western side of the new entrance it is necessary to close the existing river mouth. 
This is achieved by a dam in this location which will also prevent breaching of this zone 
by flood waters. On the seaward side of this dam a seawall is added to prevent retreat of 
this shoreline and its associated undermining of the training wall foundation in the event 
of sustained littoral drift from the east.  Similarly, two walls are added on the western 
side for the same reasons.  
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3 SITE DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS 

The Waioeka River flows into the Bay of Plenty at a location where net littoral drift is 
low but gross littoral drift is of the order of 900,000 m3 per annum. The normal to the 
coast is approximately due north.  
 
Figure 3-1 shows an aerial view of the site. The river entrance is currently offset to the 
west and the river discharges via a narrow scoured channel. The spit running to the east 
is approximately 500 meters long 100-180 meters wide and rises to a height of ap-
proximately 1.75 meters above mean sea level. The lagoon behind the spit has a very 
limited area and hence a relatively small tidal compartment.  Consequently, the entrance 
is dominated by littoral processes which can close the entrance during long periods of 
low river flow. The existing channel is typically 3.0 to 4.0 meters deep at the throat sec-
tion which cuts through the spit beach, although depths less than 1 metre have been ex-
perienced during recent prolonged low river flows.  
 

The spit beach is a deep layer of sand down to at least 8m below mean sea level. Bore 
logs were taken at the sites shown in  Figure 3.1. Site T5 is the closest site to the chosen 
site for the new trained entrance. The design has been developed on the basis of this in-
formation. It is noted that the depth of these boreholes reaches only 7.5m below mean 
sea level in the area of the proposed channel. Further geotechnical work to confirm the 
maximum depth of unconsolidated sediments was considered. However, the decision 
was taken in consultation with the client not to proceed to obtain further data. In the 
event that a hard layer is encountered during detailed investigations at a depth less that 
the maximum scour depth indicated by the numerical modelling, dredging of the hard 
layer will be required at an additional cost of $2.5 million. This estimate assumes a vol-
ume of hard digging bounded by the training walls, the outer and inner extents of the 
entrance and a vertical cut of approximately 2.0 m. In this regard the costs are conserva-
tive. 

The wave characteristics of the site are fully described in Volume 2 of these reports. 
Waves arrive at the site through a broad range of directions distributed approximately 
equally about due north but with a slight dominance from the east. For the purposes of 
design of the armour the 100yr maximum Hs value of 3.13 m at the -4.0 m contour has 
been factored to Hmax to produce a height of 5.82 m at the training wall tip.  
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Figure 3-1    Aerial view of site showing borelog locations
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4 DESIGN CRITERIA 

The criteria for the design are as follows: 
 
Life     100 yrs 
Tip termination point  4.0 m below mean sea level contour 
Design wave height Hs = 3.13m (Hmax= 5.82m) ramping down to Hs=1.09m 

(Hmax=2.2m) at shoreward end of the training wall 
Design Wave period 10 sec 
Design flood  1% AEP flood simulations in Waioeka and Otara rivers.  
Maximum scour depth* 8.1m below mean sea level at design flood (9.5m below 

mean sea level for 1000 year return period flood 
Discharge 100 yr flood* Waioeka:  1845 m3/sec 

Otara:          932 m3 /sec  
Crest level As required to limit overtopping volume to discharge less 

than 50 l/sec/m 
Min Freeboard  1.5m above MHWS 
Crest width 3.5m 
Total wall length 979 m (eastern training wall = 505m; western training 

wall = 474 m 
Width between walls 120 m 
Bottom sediments Unconsolidated sand 
Min navigation depth 3.7m below mean sea level. 
  
 

*  For the purposes of designing the navigation performance and considerations of flood lev-
els upstream, the project brief required that a 1% AEP flood event be used. The design life 
of a structure such as this is generally taken to be 100 yrs. For a 100 year design life the 
encounter probability of the design flood conditions is 63%. Because the foundation per-
formance is sensitive to scour the adopted design flood for foundation design (scour pro-
tection) has been taken as 1000 years and external analysis was carried out to determine 
the flood discharge and consequent scour depth of 9.5m. The structure’s encounter prob-
ability for this event is 10% 
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5 STRUCTURAL OPTIONS 

5.1 Rubble Mound Option 

The details of the rubble mound training wall are given in drawing no. 77411 P02 and 7411 P03. The 
structure consists of a rock core over a bed layer of geotextile filter cloth and small sized rock mat-
tress. The core is covered with a secondary and primary armour stone or concrete armour units (Core-
loc or A-jack).  It is possible to optimise the design of the armour unit in the detailed design phase and 
realise savings of the order of 10 -15 % in the armour cost.  

The cross-section of the training wall has been designed using the Hudson formula (Ref. 7). This for-
mula yields a conservative armour weight and it may possible to reduce this further by testing scale 
models of the sections in a wave flume or wave basin.  

For design of the training wall only single layer armour units such as AJacks, Xblock, Accropode, 
Coreloc etc.  have been considered because the stability factor for these units is far greater than the 
conventional two layer armour units such as tetrapod, Akmons etc. (Ref. 19, 20 & 21). Figure 5-1 il-
lustrates the armour units considered for this project.  

 

 
 

 

   

Figure 5-1  Shapes of  single layer armour units  

 

X block 
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All theses units have similar stability factors (16 on trunk section) and therefore will yield similar   
advantages when compared with two layer units. However, the stability factor for A-jacks armour 
units may be as high as 25 for uniform placement.  Of the units shown, the Accropode is the oldest 
while the X block and A jacks are the most recent developments. The Accropode II and Ecopode are 
advancements of Accropode. The Coreloc armour unit offers some advantage over other types of sin-
gle layer units in casting and storage space requirements and thus has been preferred. This unit has 
already been used at a few locations around the world and is reportedly working satisfactorily.  

However, if A-jack units are used and special placement methods are employed, such as tying four 
units together, the stability factor increases up to 25 resulting in a saving in weight of up to 40%. 
Hence Coreloc and A-jacks armour units have been considered in the design of the training walls. 
 
The top width of the training wall core is designed in such a way that a minimum 3 m width is pro-
vided at MHWS to allow for truck movements during construction. No concrete roadway is provided. 
Access to the navigation lights on the end of each training wall will be achieved by vessel. In this pre-
liminary design the side slope has been restricted to 1(V): 1.33(H) to minimise the quantity of stones 
required for the construction. No access is provided for public access. 
  
The crest level has been designed to limit the overtopping discharge to 50 litres/second/m length in 
extreme wave events. For overtopping calculations, the maximum wave height at the tip of the train-
ing wall has been considered as 2m which is the limiting wave height for safe navigation of vessels 
using the entrance. (Ref.15).  This discharge is equivalent to the no damage criterion for embankment 
seawalls and will provide safe conditions for navigation on the lee side of the training wall (Ref. 6). 
For preliminary overtopping design, Bradbury & Allsop's formula (1988) and Aminti & Franco coef-
ficient (1988 - Ref.4) have been used. The plot of sectional properties of the training wall, wave 
height and the overtopping discharge is shown in Figure 4.2. 
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At this stage, detailed investigation of the foundation liquefaction potential has not been car-
ried out. Based on the CPT data obtained at the site it is estimated that the maximum shear 
wave velocity in the basement soil would be of order of 80 to 100m/s. Investigations of Cali-
fornian earthquakes, (Ref. 12) indicates that sand liquefies if shear wave velocity is less than 
137.2m/s. This suggests that there is a potential for liquefaction of the basement sands during 
strong motion earthquakes and measures such as densification of the basement sand are likely 
to be required to mitigate this risk.  Investigations to establish liquefaction potential of the 
basement soil will need to be carried out at the detailed design stage to ensure adequate seis-
mic capacity of the structure. 

The training walls will be constructed and the scour apron placed with the channel dredged to 
4.0 below mean sea level; this being the required channel design operating depth. During ex-
treme flood events the channel will scour to a depth of 8.1m below mean sea level for the 1% 
AEP flood and 9.5m below mean sea level for the 1000 year event. To protect the foundation 
of the structures from scour, a geotextile scour apron of varying width will be laid along the 
inner face of the full length of each wall.  The conceptual profile of the scour mat is shown in 
drawing no. 77411 P07.  

The width of the scour mat protection is such that when the channel scours to its equilibrium 
depth and the channel sides fall to the angle of repose (30o to 32o), the side plane of the chan-
nel intersects the original surface of the seabed a distance of 5 to 10m away from the struc-
ture toe. The launching of the scour mat is controlled by the 1.2 m diameter edge tube, the 
weight of which acts to keep the mat in tension during the launching phase. This launch 
mechanism assumes parallel flow collinear with the channel alignment. In the real case it is 
likely that the flow impinges on one side of the channel forming a thalweg and introducing 
zones of concentrated turbulence and scour. In addition waves acting over the uncovered 
scour mat may introduce localised lifting of the mat. The necessary protection of these local-
ised scour and lift potentials will need to be examined, possibly through physical model tests,  
during the detailed design stage of the structure. Additional scour protection by way of a rock 
mattress over the geotextile apron may be required to develop a secure design. 

5.2 Concrete Sheet Pile Option 

The details of this type of training wall are given in drawings 77411 P04, 77411 P05 and 
77411 P06.  

The training walls comprise a set of two parallel concrete sheet pile rows tied to each other 
by a deck slab and steel tie rods spaced at 3m centres. The deck level of the structure has 
been set at 2.5m above chart datum (1.5m above MHWS). This level, which is lower than the 
crest level of the alternative options, has been selected to keep the sheet pile length as short 
as practicable. This structural form results in two characteristics that differ from the alterna-
tives. 

1. The lower deck level and freeboard results in more severe wave overtopping 

2. The flat deck invites easier public access onto the structure. 

Both these characteristics are undesirable and have been mitigated by the addition of a 2.0m 
high wave wall on the seaward side and a hand rail on the inner side. 
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The concrete sheet piles have been raked to a slope of 1(H): 5(V) to provide lateral stiffness 
to cater to the lateral wave loadings. Concrete sheet piles have been adopted in place of con-
ventional steel sheet piles to obviate the problem of corrosion and regular maintenance of the 
training walls. The concrete sheet piles have been partially prestressed (prestress 10MPa) to 
cater to the handling and driving stresses and also to contain cracking within permissible lim-
its. (Ref.1). All steel elements of the structure such as steel tie rods, bolts, nuts, washers, bal-
ustrade, railings etc shall be hot dipped galvanised and/or zinc metal sprayed for protection 
against corrosion. These parts will require regular inspection and maintenance.  

The space between the concrete sheet piles will be filled with sand that will provide addi-
tional stiffness to the structure and increase resistance to the lateral wave loadings.  

To mitigate the risk of loss of embedment due to scour, stone scour protection aprons have 
been provided on both channel side and seaward side of the training wall. The width of the 
aprons has been provided as twice the estimated scour depth below the dredge level of the 
navigation channel. The scour apron is underlain by a geofabric filter layer to stop the egress 
of basement soil through the voids in the stone. The stone apron has been provided in such a 
way that the top of the apron is just below the dredge level of the navigation channel.  

The preliminary design of the structure has been carried out based on following assumptions: 

• The subsoil along the training walls is represented by borehole T5. 

• The estimated scour depth of -8.1m below mean sea level (-9.5m below mean sea 
level for 1000year return period flood). Wave induced scour is assumed to be satis-
factorily treated by the scour mats for current.  

• The training wall is subjected to the design wave normal to the structure and wave 
forces are applied on only one face of the training wall (conservative assumption).  

• The interlocking of the sheet piles is water tight and at the ebb tide the water from in-
side the training wall drains out through the basement material only. Accordingly a 
differential water head of 3m has been considered for the design of sheet piles. In 
load combinations the direction of differential water pressure has been considered in 
such a way that it adds to the effects of other loadings.  

• Additional passive resistance provided by the basement soil due to surcharge of scour 
apron has been neglected.  

• The sand infill between the sheet piles is compacted fill and provides continuous sup-
port to the sheet piles when subjected to extreme wave loadings. 

• The subsoil will get compacted due to pile driving to a level that the subsoil will not 
become liquefied and therefore loss of embedment of sheet piles due to liquefaction 
has not been considered. 

• The curtailment of sheet pile length at the landward end of the training wall has not 
been considered (conservative) 

• The two rows of sheet piles will be connected at the both seaward and landward ends 
through interlocked sheet pile roundhead. 
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5.3 Geotextile Option 

The details of the geotextile training walls are shown in drawings 77411 P07 and 77411 P08. 

The walls consist of two structural forms. From the -2.0m contour landward, in which zone 
the wave heights are limited, the section is not armoured. Seaward of this contour the struc-
ture has to resist heavy wave attack and a more robust design has been adopted (Section at     
-3.0m).  

The inshore section consists of an assembly of seven large diameter geotextile tubes lying 
over a geotextile filter mat and erosion apron. Over the top of this assembly is a grout in-
jected mattress of the Incomat type. This mattress provides long term protection from ultra-
violet radiation in addition to damage protection that may arise from vandalism, vessel im-
pact or impact from flood borne trees and other debris. 

The assembly is strengthened by enveloping the upper three tubes in geogrid. (geogrid is a 
high modulus polyester low creep, low stiffness netting). Geogrid is also employed beneath 
the bottom layer and returned by wrapping around the outside toe bags and back under the 
inner bags to anchor and tie the layer together. 

The outer section of the structure past the -2.0m contour is similar in form to the rubble 
mound structure. The principal difference is that the rock core is substituted with sand filled 
geotextile tubes. Over this core is placed a secondary armour layer of rock in the 500kg to 
750 kg size. Over this layer is placed the primary armour of 5 tonne A-jack units. The A-jack 
units, uniformly placed (as opposed to pell mell placement) are preferred because their 
lighter weight for a given stability results in lower loads being imposed on the geotextile 
core. 

The geotubes are laid in lengths up to 40m depending on the contractor’s placement tech-
nique and are staggered in both the vertical and horizontal planes to prevent the development 
of planes of weakness. The tubes will be partitioned in five meter lengths by internal dia-
phragms. This partition assists quality control and limits damage in the event of a tear or 
hole.   

The size of the geotube has been selected on the basis of criteria set out in Ref 11. These cri-
teria consider the independent action of waves and current. The 14.4m circumference tubes 
are stable under the action of 2.3m waves and a current speed of 10 m/sec. There are no sta-
bility criteria available in the literature for the combination of current and wave loadings 
therefore physical modelling will be required to confirm the stability of these units at the de-
tailed design stage.   

The crest level of the training walls has been set at a height that will limit overtopping to a 
value of 50l/sec/m length. This criterion is the level normally adopted in situations where no 
damage to structures behind a seawall or breakwater is required. No direct criterion has been 
found which relates overtopping to navigational feasibility. 

Scour protection in this option has been provided in a similar way to that provided in the rub-
ble mound option as discussed in paragraph 4.1 above.  The observations made on its limita-
tion and further investigations are also applicable for this option. 
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The inner section covered by the grout filled Incomat is easily accessed by the public. How-
ever it is not intended to be used as a pathway.   
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6 LIMITATIONS OF PRELIMINARY DESIGN 

Three different structural solutions have been developed for the purposes of determining a 
feasible structure, estimating a project cost and for assessing the environmental impacts of 
construction. As noted in the introduction the site presents a number of engineering chal-
lenges not all of which have been completely resolved in this preliminary design exercise.  

It is normal practice in the design of marine structures such as these to optimise the design by 
the use of physical and numerical models. It is inherent in the physics of wave impacts and 
structural response that it is not possible to reduce all aspects of stability to readily used for-
mulae. Such formulae as exist are used to select structural dimensions for concept and pre-
liminary design but it is essential for both safety and economics to model test such structures 
at the detailed design stage. This is particularly relevant in the presence of an erodible bed 
such as occurs at the Opotiki entrance. 

The geotextile option has proved to be the lowest cost option at this preliminary stage. Geo-
textile construction of this scale is not common in New Zealand however increasing use of 
these techniques is being made world wide in a wide variety of marine applications. Having 
said that, the literature recognises that improvements are still to be made in design methods 
and specification of these structural types. 

The sands at this site appear to be sensitive to liquefaction during strong motion earthquakes. 
This characteristic was briefly discussed in section 5.1. This is an issue that will require care-
ful examination both of soils data and of treatment techniques during the detailed design 
stage for all options, although the concrete sheet pile option is less sensitive to liquefaction 
than the rubble mound and geotextile options. There are techniques to treat sands to achieve a 
satisfactory density so that the liquefaction potential is minimised to a safe level. However, it 
can be expected that the cost of such techniques in the surf zone will be high. A provisional 
sum of $2.5 million has been included in the cost estimate in Section 7. 

The major issue with the design and construction of these structures is the problem of the 
erodible bed. The solutions described in this preliminary design reflect current knowledge but 
they must be seen as provisional until detailed design and testing is undertaken. 
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7 CONSTRUCTION ASSESSMENT 

The construction assessment presented in the following is general in nature recognising that 
the final choice of construction method will be determined by the successful contractor. Con-
struction projects such as this are frequently determined by the available plant that the suc-
cessful contractor has at his disposal. 

The construction task can be sub-divided into following five packages: 

• Establishment 

• Basement soil densification, if requires 

• Training walls  

• Dredging 

• River closure & bank protection 

With the exception of the establishment works, these packages will run in parallel with some 
critical intermittent interactions; most notably the river closure. Construction assessment for 
the major activities involved in these packages is discussed below. The construction method-
ology is indicative only and as noted above the selected contractor may adopt entirely differ-
ent methodology depending upon the machinery and resources available.  

7.1 Establishment  

The construction will commence with the repair and/or reconstruction of the access road of 
about 600m long and construction yard as shown in drawing no 77411 P01. This road ap-
pears to be the old construction road for the ODC sludge pond. This road will be upgraded by 
providing a new base course layer for the construction traffic. This activity will involve  

Truck/ dumper :  2-4  

Dozer :  1 

Roller  :  1 

Skilled/ unskilled labour  :  8 to 10 

This activity would require 80-100 truck movements (loaded and empty) for duration of 25 to 
35 days for bringing in the material and equipment for the construction. 

Contractors may make use of temporary staging to assist the construction process. This is 
particularly likely for the geotextile option where the geotubes will not support construction 
plant easily. This temporary works is likely to consist of steel tubular piles connected by a 
steel deck frame and timber decking. Piles are likely to be vibrated to a depth at which their 
load carrying capacity can be assured, each pile being driven by plant on the previously posi-
tioned deck structure. Removal will be using a vibrating pile hammer and or jetting. 
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7.2 Basement Soil Densification 

This activity will be required only if detailed investigations reveal that there is potential for 
basement soil to liquefy under the influence of ground motions caused by an earthquake or a 
high storm event.   

Liquefaction is a phenomenon in which the strength and stiffness of a soil is reduced by 
earthquake shaking or other rapid loading. Liquefaction occurs in loose and saturated soils, 
that is, soils in which the space between individual particles is completely filled with water. 
When liquefaction occurs, the strength of the soil decreases and, the ability of a soil deposit 
to support superimposed load is reduced.  

Depending on the environment, structure type, settlement tolerances, soil permeability, 
drainage path, cost etc the following are methods for improving the density of the soil to re-
duce the liquefaction potential: 

• Soil replacement 

• Vibro-compaction 

• Vibro-replacement 

• Dynamic compaction 

• Explosive compaction 

• Drain system 

 
For the training walls through surf zone, vibro-compaction and explosive compaction appear 
to be the methods most likely to be used.  

In the vibro-compaction method a vibrating probe (typically 0.4m in diameter) or vibrofloat 
is lowered in the basement soil from a barge or a temporary staging. The soil densifies as the 
probe is raised and lowered in about 1 m increments. For large areas, a rectangular or trian-
gular grid pattern is used with spacings typically in the range of 1.5 m to 3.0 m. The result is 
usually a depression in the surface which requires backfilling. The activity will typically in-
volve 1 -2 cranes mounted on temporary staging or a barge, vibrofloat equipment and man-
power of 5-7 people.  

In explosive compaction, densification occurs after a charge is detonated below the ground 
surface. The detonation induces liquefaction of the soil which then recompacts to a more 
dense and stable structure induced by both the blast and gravity. A typical blasting pro-
gramme consists of charges spaced in a grid of 8 to 12 meters with charges between 2 and 15 
kilograms. The total explosive used is in the range of 40 to 80 g/m3.  Depending on the thick-
ness of the layer to be treated a series of charges may be required with each series being 
separated by a period of hours or days. 

In this process 1-2 cranes and 1-2 drilling rigs mounted on a barge or temporary staging will 
be required. To assist a team of 3-4 divers and skilled/ unskilled labour of 5-7 will be re-
quired. 
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Of the two methods the explosive compaction is likely to be considerably cheaper and easier 
to achieve than the vibro-compaction system. Given the remoteness of the site it is unlikely 
vibration issues will be of importance. 

7.3 Training Walls 

The construction methods employed will be determined by the successful contractor based on 
his plant and equipment capability. Hence the construction processes outlined below are con-
ceptual only and are likely to vary in detail between tenderers. 

The major activities involved in the training wall construction for the three options consid-
ered are discussed below. In all three cases the basement soil densification (if found neces-
sary at detailed engineering stage) will precede the construction of the training walls. 

 

7.3.1 Rubble Mound Option 
The major activities involved in the rubble mound training wall construction are: 

• Dredging/ excavation along the alignment of foundation to the correct level (where re-
quired) 

• Laying of geofabric filter cloth 

• Laying of bedding layer 

• Construction of toe at seaside and channel side faces of the training wall 

• Construction of core 

• Installation of stones in secondary layer 

• Casting and placement of primary armour units 

• Installation of armour layers 

Construction will advance from shore along the alignment of the walls by a sequence of ac-
tivities starting with the placement of a limited stretch of foundation filter cloth. Over this 
will be placed the bedding stone.  The toe stone will then be craned into position. This will be 
followed by the tipping of the core material from trucks delivering to the advancing face. The 
length of each section advance will be controlled by the outreach of the cranes on site and 
will typically be 20 to 30 metres. Following the core placement, secondary rock armour will 
be placed to protect the core followed by the primary armour on each side of the wall. This 
cycle will then be repeated for the next advance until the tip position is reached. The con-
struction sequence will be completed by the placement of  secondary and primary armour on top of 

the core (which until then is used as a road way to advance the work). This operation will ad-
vance in a landward direction from the tip. 

Careful monitoring of weather and wave conditions will be required and temporary armour 
may be required to be placed during the work to prevent loss during storm events. 
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The equipment to be deployed in this operation will be 1 or 2 cranes of forty to fifty tonne 
capacity, 1-2 excavator and general equipment such as field generators. In addition a dive 
team of about 3-4 will assist. A total manpower deployment of about twenty people is ex-
pected. 

Survey support will involve at least two with a small survey craft plus standard survey 
equipment 

For wall construction a total of approximately 162,000 m3 tonnes of rock is required. This 
will require 12,000 to 16,000 return truck movements from the quarry. In addition 5,200 con-
crete armour units will be required. These may well be cast on site requiring about 4,000 to 
5,000 concrete truck movements. The casting yard is expected to employ up to 6 workers. 

At the peak the training wall construction will require a workforce of 20-30 persons and 
would involve 50-60 truck movements per day. 

7.3.2 Sheetpile option 
The major activities involved in the sheet pile training wall construction are: 

• Casting of sheetpiles 

• Construction of temporary staging  

• Driving of sheetpiles 

• Installation of steel tie-bars 

• Filling of void between the sheetpiles with dredged sand 

• Construction of deck slab and wave wall 

• Installation of handrail 

• Construction of scour protection at seaside and channel side 

The construction will commence with casting of concrete sheet piles at the site.  A temporary 
staging will be erected along the alignment of the training wall to carry the construction plant 
and facilitate positioning and movement of equipment. This staging will be removed after 
construction is complete. The sheetpiles will be driven using vibrator or percussion hammer. 
The pile driving will be followed by installation of tie rods. Once all the sheetpiles are in-
stalled dredged sand will be pumped to fill the void between the sheetpiles. After that the 
deck slab and wave wall will be cast and the guard rail will be installed. 

The equipment to be deployed in this operation will be 1 or 2 cranes of 40-50 tonne capacity, 
a pile driving rig, an excavator and general equipment such as field generators. In addition a 
dive team of about 6-8 will assist. A total manpower deployment of 15-20 people is expected. 

Survey support will involve at least two with a small survey craft plus standard survey 
equipment 
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For the wall construction a total of approximately 25,000 m3 tonnes of rock is required. This 
will require 1600 to 1800 return truck movements from the quarry. In addition 2600 concrete 
sheet piles and 979m of concrete decking and wave wall construction will be required. These 
will require about 3,000 to 3,500 concrete truck movements. It is expected that up to 10 
workers would be employed for concrete works.   

At the peak the training wall construction will require a workforce of 20-30 persons and 
would involve 15-25 truck movements per day. 

 

7.3.3 Geotextile option 
The major activities involved in the geotextile training wall construction are: 

• Dredging/ excavation along the alignment of geotube foundation (where required) 

• Laying of geofabric, geogrid, scour apron and geotubes 

• Filling of geotubes 

• Laying of Incomat & injection of concrete grout 

• Laying of stones over geotubes 

• Casting of armour units 

• Laying of armour on the section of the training wall 

 

Because the go textile structure cannot carry large construction loads it is likely that tempo-
rary works will be employed to assist the construction of each of the walls. The temporary 
work is likely to be a stage supported on temporary piles that can carry cranes and plant to 
assist the construction.  

Geotextile tubes (Geotubes) will be filled with sand stockpiled from the dredging operation 
by using sand pumps. Filling techniques may vary from placing the empty gasbags in posi-
tion and commencing the filling to partial filling, placing and then completing the fill proc-
ess. During the filling process slurry water will discharge from the works and give rise to 
temporary discolouration of the local seawater due to an increase in suspended solids. 

When the geotube assembly is in place, rock cover will be placed followed by the A-jack ar-
mour units. This operation may take place from the temporary staging or barge The Incomat 
cover will be placed by positioning and fixing the Incomat followed by the pumping of grout 
into the bags. Some seepage of grout into the seawater can be expected during this operation. 

The equipment to be deployed in this operation will be 1 or 2 cranes of 40-50 tonne capacity, 
a pile driving rig, an excavator and general equipment such as field generators. In addition a 
dive team of about 6-8 will assist. A total manpower deployment of about twenty people is 
expected. 

Survey support will involve at least two with a small survey craft plus standard survey 
equipment 
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For wall construction a total of approximately 27,000 m3 tonnes of rock is required. This will 
require 1800 to 2000 return truck movements from the quarry. In addition 4300 A-jack ar-
mour units will be required. These may well be cast on site requiring about 2,500 concrete 
truck movements. The casting yard is expected to employ up to 6 workers. 

At the peak the training wall construction will require a workforce of 20-30 persons and 
would involve 30-40 truck movements per day. 

The construction period is anticipated to be 18- 24 months but will be very sensitive to the 
weather and sea conditions throughout the construction period. 

7.4 Dredging  

The dredging required to deepen the upstream approach channel and entrance channel is 
shown in drawing no 77411 P01. The dredging may be divided into 3 parts:  

• dredging inside the river channel  (about 463,000m3) 

• dredging at the beach (about 83,000m3) 

• dredging between the training walls (about 75,000m3) 

The total volume of dredging is 621,000 m3 of which 153,000m3 in Option 1, 169,000m3 in 
Option 2 and 270,000 m3 in Option 3 is to be used in the construction of the training wall 
core, the closure dyke and the lateral seawalls. This leaves 468,000m3 in Option 1, 
452,000m3 in Option 2 and 350,000 m3 in Option 3 to be disposed of on land fill. 

It is assumed that the material dredged from the river side of the spit (463,000 m3) will con-
tain a high proportion of river silts, particularly those parts of the area farthest up river. Dis-
posal of this material is likely to be unacceptable in the marine environment and therefore it 
will need to be disposed on land. Preliminary consultation with landowners adjacent to the 
river mouth has indicated that this extensive area will be available for land disposal. Provided 
that at least 23 hectares can be brought into use for this purpose, the average elevation of the 
land will increase by 2.0m. 

A small transportable cutter suction dredger and a small work boat are likely to be used. 
Typically, such a machine can be broken down and transported to site by truck and assem-
bled in the region of the Opotiki Wharf. A crane of about 40-50 tonne capacity will be re-
quired on site to assist with this assembly. This mobilisation is expected to involve 12 to 15 
truck movements. 

 At an hourly production rate of 200 m3 per hour and allowing for 20% time loss due to repo-
sitioning, the total dredging time is estimated to be between 25 and 30 weeks. Weather influ-
ences are not included in this estimate. 
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7.5 River Closure and Bank Protection 

The river bank protection, seawall and closure dam are all constructed from sand filled geo-
textile bags; so called soft rock geocontainers as shown in drawing no. 77411 P09. The filling 
of these bags is usually undertaken using an appropriately sized slurry pump. After filling the 
bags are typically craned into position. 

The existing channel is of the order of 4 meters deep. The closure will commence by cutting 
a new entrance between the constructed walls to a depth sufficient to allow the establishment 
of the river flow on closure of the existing entrance. Preconstruction model studies will be 
required to determine the dimensions of this initial channel, the depth of which will be re-
lated to the river discharge at he time the operation takes place. 

Once the new entrance channel is cut and the river flow has commenced through it, the clo-
sure operation will commence by the placement of the 6 - 7 tonne soft rock goecontainers 
into the stream. Work will take place from both sides to form a causeway on which the 
cranes can advance. This operation will continue until final closure is achieved. Construction 
of the ocean side seawall will follow.  This operation will require two cranes with outreach 
capacity of the order of twenty meters. 

The detail of the closure operation will need to be the subject of a model study at the detailed 
design stage to ensure the correct selection of the initial closure elements.  

7.6 Flood Mitigation – Waioeka Confluence Realignment 

As part of possible river improvement works to mitigate against flood level increases due to 
the breakwater structures, a cut is possible upstream of the confluence of the Otara and 
Waioeka Rivers (See Vol. 2, Section 13). The cut has been examined earlier by Environment 
Bay of Plenty in 2001 (Ref. 22). The dimensions are approximately 100 m wide, 400 m long 
with a bed level of 2.5m below mean seal level. The proposed cut requires the moving and 
reconstruction of the rural stopbank on the Waioeka left bank (Connor property) over a 270m 
length.. 

EBoP reports that pits had been excavated to determine the nature of the material within the 
cut. The report concluded that over the upstream half of the cut area a 1-1.5 metre deep layer 
of silt exists, representing a volume of at least 10,000 m3. Beneath this layer, the material 
contains a large amount of sand, which could reasonably be expected would be readily 
scoured by flow through the cut. 

EBoP proposed that a pilot cut be made to initiate the flow leaving the river to erode the cut 
naturally. This method reduced the cost of the material to be disposed by 50 %, leaving 
40,000m3 of material to be disposed of. Up to 25,000m3 can be used to reconstruct and fill in 
behind the Connor stopbank, leaving 15,000m3 to be disposed off site. EBoP state that op-
tions for this include stockpiling and then placing the excess material in the bypassed section 
of the Waioeka once the cut has been opened, or to use it to build a low bench parallel to the 
right bank of the cut (say 250 m long x 5 m wide x 1 m high) for easier future access or 
planting. The portion of the material eroded naturally may deposit in the dredged area of the 
harbour. Further investigations at detailed engineering stage will be required to confirm the 
EBoP estimates given above and to determine the fate of the naturally eroded material. If re-
quired this material would have to be removed as part of the maintenance dredging opera-
tions.  
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Access for construction of the cut would be from the left bank of the Waioeka. Bank protec-
tion and river training works would be required to ensure flows are encouraged into the new 
channel. The EboP report suggests the training works would comprise approximately      
4,500 m3 of 0.4m diameter (d50) rip rap. 
 
  

7.7 Construction Sequence 

The construction sequence for all the three breakwater options is likely to involve the follow-
ing processes (indicative sequence only): 

1. Commence upstream (from the coast) dredging of river forward to the landward side of 
the entrance 

2. Construct both walls through the spit beach from the river side to the low water mark on 
the ocean side of the spit beach 

3. Erect temporary works over the western wall and complete training wall seaward 

4. Stockpile fill and other construction material required for closure construction on western 
side of west training wall 

5. Dredge approximately 60m wide initial cut of approximately 2 m depth below MSL be-
tween the training walls 

6. Erect temporary works and complete eastern wall seaward 

7. Dredge outer channel from low water mark to -4.0 m contour  

8. Dredge leftover portion of the channel between training walls 

9. Commence river closure defence wall on western side 

10. Construct closure dyke on existing entrance 

11. Complete inner bank dams 

12. Complete seaward lateral defence walls 

 
This sequence prepares the river channel, completes the ocean side channel, constructs the 
walls, completes the dredge cut, dams and diverts the river and finally completes the sea de-
fence walls and associated bank protection. 

In the early stages of the construction programme the contractor will have to transport mate-
rials on to the spit beach on the western side of the training walls for later use in the construc-
tion of the western protection wall and the river closure. About 2 hectares of land is available 
for this purpose to the west of the new entrance. 
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Access to the construction site will be predominantly from the eastern side of the river. How-
ever, it may be that the contractor’s method will require access from the west particularly to 
construct the river closure dam. In this case it is anticipated that access will be gained to the 
western beach at the surf club and the beach frontage will be used to obtain access to the con-
struction site. 

The initial dredge cut will allow the dredger to be rapidly deployed from the safe haven of 
the river to the ocean side to prepare the bed for placement of the scour protection at founda-
tion levels. This will be a critical phase of the work and will be extremely sensitive to wave 
conditions.  

Material required to complete the closure works on the western side can be stockpiled before 
the initial dredge cut to minimise heavy traffic movement through Waiotahi. However some 
access from the west will be required in the final stages of construction to complete the exist-
ing river closure and defence works. 

The construction period is anticipated to be 18 - 24 months but will be very sensitive to the 
weather and sea conditions through out the construction period. A preliminary construction 
schedule is given in Figure 7-1 

 

Figure 7-1   Construction schedule for Opotiki River Entrance project  

 

7.8 Modelling Support during Construction 

The numerical models developed as part of the present study can be utilized to support the 
construction activities. Examples are provided below: 
 

• Real time forecasting of wave and met-ocean conditions 

• Assessment and update of littoral beach processes 
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• Forecasting of river flows and levels 

• Mitigation of environmental impacts during dredging operations 

The models can be run in real time to provide short term forecasts of conditions or as off-line 
scenarios to provide a range of options depending on prevailing conditions. The use of the 
models will assist to mitigate against construction delays and environmental impacts of the 
works. 
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8 CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATES 

Construction cost estimates for the three options discussed in section 4 above are given in 
Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Estimated cost for three options for training of entrance of Waioeka river 

 Item of work Option 1: 
Rubble 
mound 

Option 2: 
Concrete 
sheet pile 

Option 3: 
Geotube 
core 

1 Preconstruction works 276,550 3,976,550 576,550 

2 Dredging 4,539,486 4,539,486 4,539,486 

3 River closing dyke 1,698,359 1,698,359 1,698,359 

4 Bank reinforcing works 2,311,977 2,311,977 2,311,977 

5 Training wall  29,321,672 30,877,330 20,233,369 

   Sub-Total 38,148,043 43,403,702 29,159,741 

  Contingencies @10% 3,814,804 4,340,370 2,915,974 

 Investigations & engineering 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 

  Project cost (sub total) 43,962,848 49,744,072 34,075,715 

 

 
Provisional Sums    

   Hard dredging 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 

   Basement soil densification 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 

 Project cost 48,962,848 54,744,072 39,075,715 

 Say $49.0 million $54.8 million $39.1 million 

 

The following comments and assumptions are to be noted 

• The accuracy of the costs is estimated to be +/- 30%.  

• The above estimates do not include a mark up to cover the contractor’s risk 

• These costs have been derived based on 255 fair weather days per year.  

• Investigation and engineering cost is expected to be 5-6% of the finished project cost. 

• Dredging costs assume an adequate fair weather window to dredge between the train-
ing walls and no provision for standby time for dredging plant has been made. It has 
been assumed that dredging disposal can take place on the beach within 1000 m of the 
dredger. 

• Dredging estimates assume that all material to be dredged is sand that can be handled 
by a cutter small suction dredger. In the event that the site geotechnical conditions are 
different from that assumed and different plant needs to be deployed then the dredg-
ing estimate could increase by approximately $2.5 million. 

• These estimates have been prepared with the assistance of Brian Perry Civil. 
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• No allowance has been made for costs associated with special conditions that may be 
imposed by the resource consenting process. 

Further detail of the training wall costs has been provided in Appendix A. 
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9 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

This report has examined three options for the construction of the river training walls as rec-
ommended by the detailed modelling studies. The site soil conditions present special chal-
lenges with respect to the foundation conditions. Scour generated by the severe flood condi-
tions that the structures must encounter requires the deployment of scour protection around 
the perimeter of each of the walls. Such construction will place very high demands on the de-
sign details and construction techniques employed. To address these issues extensive further 
investigation involving numerical or physical hydraulic modelling will be required as part of 
the detailed design process. This modelling will need to examine at least the following 

• Flow into the entrance at the upstream end of the training walls to determine local 
scour effects and the potential for turbulence to be set up in the channel. 

• The stability of scour aprons under construction and long term wave loadings 

• Optimisation of the armour size 

• Stability of the geocontainers under wave attack and current. 

• Scour potential at the outer head of the structures 

• River closure dynamics 

 
The cost estimate has displayed the least cost option as the geotextile solution with an advan-
tage of approximately $10 million over the next best option.  This is a considerable margin 
which justifies the close examination of this option. The principal reason for this advantage 
lies in the use of sand from the construction site itself. However, it has to be recognised that 
this construction technique has not been employed in New Zealand on this scale and it is 
somewhat experimental. Worldwide there have been many applications of the use of geo-
bags, geocontainers etc for a variety of marine coastal applications for a period of nearly 
forty years. Nevertheless, it is pertinent to note international researchers in this subject have 
remarked that well established design criteria in this field are still under development. (Ref 
18) 

Another critical issue for the long term security of these structures is the potential for lique-
faction of the site under strong earthquake motions. This subject will also require compre-
hensive investigation at the detailed design stage.  

Taking into account the special characteristics of this site and the inherent uncertainties in 
this early preliminary design phase, it is recommended that the consent application is not 
confined to a single design option. That is to say that the application should be drafted to in-
clude all options and every effort should be made to ensure that the consent conditions do not 
excessively constrain the detailed design process. This is essential to gain the best opportu-
nity to develop a least cost robust design and hence deliver the desired benefits to the com-
munity. 
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Table A.1: Cost Estimate Option 1- Rubble Mound 

S.No. Item of work Unit Rate Quantity Cost 

1 Preconstruction works         

a Repair of access road m
2
 32.50 1,740 56,550 

b 

Construction yard & site office establish-

ment LS     20,000 

c Establishment (excluding dredging) LS     200,000 

          276,550 

2 Dredging        

a Establishment  LS     120,000 

b Inside river entrance m
3
 7.00 463,193 3,242,350 

c on the beach m
3
 7.00 82,738 579,164 

d between training walls m
3
 8.00 74,746 597,972 

        620,677 4,539,486 

3 Disposal of dredge material         

a On the beach adjacent to training walls & 

behind the river closing dyke m
3
   130,776 Included in 

dredging 

cost or geo-

tube or geo-

container or 

wall cost 

b filling of geotubes m
3
   0 

c filling of geocontainers m
3
   22,895 

d filling between concrete training walls m
3
   0 

e offshore  m
3
   0 

f on the shoreline for beach nourishment m
3
   467,007 

4 River closing dyke         

a Supply of 2.5m
3
 geocontainers Nos 170.00 7,089 1,205,130 

b Filling of geocontainers with sand pump 

(additional cost of dredging) m
3
 21.43 17,723 379,768 

c Supply of geofabric filter  m
2
 8.85 2,207 19,532 

d Installation of geocontainers Nos 13.25 7,089 93,929 

          1,698,359 

5 Bank reinforcing works         

a Supply of geocontainers         

  2.5m
3
 geocontainers Nos 170.00 7,970 1,354,900 

  0.75m
3
 geocontainers Nos 90.00 3,960 356,400 

b Filling of geocontainers with sand pump 

(additional cost of dredging)         

  2.5m
3
 geocontainers m

3
 11.31 19,925 225,342 

  0.75m
3
 geocontainers m

3
 6.43 2,970 19,093 

c Supply of geofabric filter  m
2
 8.85 22,392 198,169 

d Installation of geocontainers         

  2.5m
3
 geocontainers Nos 13.25 7,970 105,603 

  0.75m
3
 geocontainers Nos 13.25 3,960 52,470 

          2,311,977 

6 Eastern Training wall          

a Supply & laying of stones         

  3-5t stones t 85.10 10119 861,163 

  2-4t stones t 85.10 6736 573,230 

  2-3t stones t 85.10 7201 612,835 

  0.75-1.25 t stones t 85.10 9846 837,903 

  0.4-0.6t stones t 85.10 3966 337,486 

  0.5-1t stones t 85.10 5153 438,521 
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S.No. Item of work Unit Rate Quantity Cost 

  50-750kg stones t 59.41 38302 2,275,510 

b Supply & installing of coreloc armour units         

  4.4m
3
 m

3
 1,152 3849 4,434,272 

  2.4m
3
 m

3
 1,152 1878 2,163,034 

  1.2m
3
 m

3
 1,152 1209 1,392,588 

c Supply & installing of geofabric filter m
2
 16.01 22325 357,479 

d Supply & installing of scour apron m
2
 31.25 14775 461,719 

e Dredging or excavation  m
3
 8.00 8100 64,800 

          14,810,541 

7 Western Training wall          

a Supply & laying of stones         

  3-5t stones t 85.10 12094 1,029,194 

  2-4t stones t 85.10 4082 347,412 

  2-3t stones t 85.10 6961 592,407 

  0.75-1.25 t stones t 85.10 11767 1,001,396 

  0.4-0.6t stones t 85.10 3834 326,237 

  0.5-1t stones t 85.10 3123 265,770 

  50-750kg stones t 59.41 38594 2,292,874 

b Supply & installing of coreloc armour units         

  4.4m
3
 m

3
 1,152 4600 5,299,496 

  2.4m
3
 m

3
 1,152 1138 1,310,930 

  1.2m
3
 m

3
 1,152 1169 1,346,169 

c Supply & installing of geofabric filter m
2
 16.01 18494 296,135 

d Supply & installing of scour apron m
2
 31.25 10895 340,469 

e Dredging or excavation  m
3
 8.00 7830 62,640 

         14,511,130 

  Total cost       38,148,043 

  Contingencies @ 10%       3,814,804 

  Project cost       41,962,848 
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Table A.2: Cost Estimate Option 2- Concrete Sheetpiles 

S.No. Item of work Unit Rate Quantity Cost 

1 Preconstruction works         

a Repair of access road m
2
 32.50 1,740 56,550 

b 

Construction yard & site office establish-

ment LS     20,000 

c Establishment (excluding dredging) LS     100,000 

d 

Costruction of temporary staging for driving 

sheetpiles 1     3,800,000 

          3,976,550 

2 Dredging         

a Establishment  LS     120,000 

b Inside river entrance m
3
 7.00 463,193 3,242,350 

c on the beach m
3
 7.00 82,738 579,164 

d between training walls m
3
 8.00 74,746 597,972 

        620,677 4,539,486 

3 Disposal of dredge material         

a On the beach adjacent to training walls & 

behind the river closing dyke m
3
   130,776 Included in 

dredging 

cost or geo-

tube or geo-

container or 

wall cost 

b filling of geotubes m
3
   0 

c filling of geocontainers m
3
   22,895 

d filling between concrete training walls m
3
   15,860 

e offshore  m
3
   0 

f on the shoreline for beach nourishment m
3
   451,147 

4 River closing dyke         

a Supply of 2.5m
3
 geocontainers Nos 170.00 7,089 1,205,130 

b Filling of geocontainers with sand pump 

(additional cost of dredging) m
3
 21.43 17,723 379,768 

c Supply of geofabric filter  m
2
 8.85 2,207 19,532 

d Installation of geocontainers Nos 13.25 7,089 93,929 

          1,698,359 

5 Bank reinforcing works         

a Supply of geocontainers         

  2.5m
3
 geocontainers Nos 170.00 7,970 1,354,900 

  0.75m
3
 geocontainers Nos 90.00 3,960 356,400 

b Filling of geocontainers with sand pump 

(additional cost of dredging)         

  2.5m
3
 geocontainers m

3
 11.31 19,925 225,342 

  0.75m
3
 geocontainers m

3
 6.43 2,970 19,093 

c Supply of geofabric filter  m
2
 8.85 22,392 198,169 

d Installation of geocontainers         

  2.5m
3
 geocontainers Nos 13.25 7,970 105,603 

  0.75m
3
 geocontainers Nos 13.25 3,960 52,470 

          2,311,977 

6 Training wall          

a Supply of Concrete sheetpiles Nos 7469 2,603 19,438,892 

b Supply of tie beam kg 3.53 68,834 242,985 

c Supply of tie kg 5.93 16,268 96,471 

d Installation of sheetpiles Nos 1500 2,603 3,903,947 
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S.No. Item of work Unit Rate Quantity Cost 

e Installation of tie beam & tie Nos 740 429 317,746 

f filling of sand between sheet piles m
3
 3.00 15,860 47,579 

g Deck slab & wave wall m 4254 979 4,164,215 

i Hand rail m 300 979 293,700 

j Supply & installation of 400-600kg stones t 85.10 24982 2,125,967 

k Supply & installation of geofabric filter m
2
 8.85 15824 140,042 

f dredging for scour protection berm m
3
 8.00 13,223 105,784 

          30,877,330 

  Total cost       43,403,702 

  Contingencies @ 10%       4,340,370 

  Project cost       47,744,072 
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Table A.3: Cost Estimate Option 3- Geotextile Core Option 

S.No. Item of work Unit Rate Quantity Cost 

1 Preconstruction works         

a Repair of access road m
2
 32.50 1,740 56,550 

b 

Construction yard & site office establish-

ment LS     20,000 

c Establishment (excluding dredging) LS     500,000 

          576,550 

2 Dredging        

a Establishment  LS     120,000 

b Inside river entrance m
3
 7.00 463,193 3,242,350 

c on the beach m
3
 7.00 82,738 579,164 

d between training walls m
3
 8.00 74,746 597,972 

        620,677 4,539,486 

3 Disposal of dredge material         

a On the beach adjacent to training walls & 

behind the river closing dyke m
3
   130,776 Included in 

dredging 

cost or geo-

tube or geo-

container or 

wall cost 

b filling of geotubes m
3
   118,630 

c filling of geocontainers m
3
   22,895 

d filling between concrete training walls m
3
   0 

e offshore  m
3
   0 

f on the shoreline for beach nourishment m
3
   348,377 

4 River closing dyke         

a Supply of 2.5m
3
 geocontainers Nos 170.00 7,089 1,205,130 

b Filling of geocontainers with sand pump 

(additional cost of dredging) m
3
 21.43 17,723 379,768 

c Supply of geofabric filter  m
2
 8.85 2,207 19,532 

d Installation of geocontainers Nos 13.25 7,089 93,929 

          1,698,359 

5 Bank reinforcing works         

a Supply of geocontainers         

  2.5m
3
 geocontainers Nos 170.00 7,970 1,354,900 

  0.75m
3
 geocontainers Nos 90.00 3,960 356,400 

b Filling of geocontainers with sand pump 

(additional cost of dredging)         

  2.5m
3
 geocontainers m

3
 11.31 19,925 225,342 

  0.75m
3
 geocontainers m

3
 6.43 2,970 19,093 

c Supply of geofabric filter  m
2
 8.85 22,392 198,169 

d Installation of geocontainers         

  2.5m
3
 geocontainers Nos 13.25 7,970 105,603 

  0.75m
3
 geocontainers Nos 13.25 3,960 52,470 

           2,311,977 

6 Eastern Training wall          

a Supply & laying of stones         

  50-750kg stones t 59.41 14730 875,097 

b Supply & installing A Jacks armour units         

  5t t 500 11588 5,793,800 

c Supply of geotubes m       

  14.4m circumference m 335 3850 1,289,750 

  1.2m diameter m 100 590 59,000 
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S.No. Item of work Unit Rate Quantity Cost 

d Filling of geotubes m       

  14.4m circumference m 194.50 3850 748,836 

  1.2m diameter m 13.34 590 7,873 

e Installation of geotubes LS    1,000,000 

e Supply & installing of geogrid m
2
 3.75 21210 79,538 

f Supply & installing of scour apron m
2
 31.25 10800 337,500 

g Supply & installing of incomat         

    Incomat m
2
 23 4590 107,578 

    Grout m
3
 271.50 1377 373,856 

h Dredging or excavation  m
3
 8.00 9600 76,800 

          10,749,628 

7 Western Training wall          

a Supply & laying of stones         

  50-750kg stones t 59.41 12233 726,776 

b Supply & installing of coreloc armour units         

  5t t 500 9624 4,811,800 

c Supply of geotubes        

  14.4m circumference m 335 3283 1,099,805 

  1.2m diameter m 100 490 49,000 

d Filling of geotubes m       

  14.4m circumference m 194.50 3283 638,553 

  1.2m diameter m 13.34 490 6,539 

e Installation of geotubes LS    1,000,000 

d Supply & installing of geofabric filter m
2
 16.01 16968 271,700 

e Supply & installing of geogrid m
2
 3.75 18165 68,119 

f Supply & installing of scour apron m
2
 31.25 9275 289,844 

g Supply & installing of incomat         

    Incomat m
2
 31.25 4032 126,000 

    Grout m
3
 271.50 1210 328,406 

h Dredging or excavation  m
3
 8.00 8400 67,200 

          9,483,741 

  Total cost       29,359,741 

  Contingencies @ 10%       2,935,974 

  Project cost       32,295,715 
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